Light In the Darkness

Ring the bells that still can ring
Forget your perfect offering
There is a crack in everything
that’s how the light gets in.
- Leonard Cohen

- Listening and Connecting
  Namaste Space

- Don’t Believe Everything You Think!

- No One Is Broken.

Weeds and Wheat ~ A “Coincidence of Opposites”
Compassion ~ “Uncommon Humility”
In Loving ~ No Such Thing As Failure
The Real Question In The End

Caregiving VS. Caretaking

“Important TO” VS. “Important FOR”

A New Medical Record

???? Probing Questions ?????

Expectations and Resentments

Einstein and Rumi ~ A New Field
**Gurdjieff’s Law of Three**

![Diagram of Gurdjieff's Law of Three]

- X- (past) → YES (active force) → TRUE → X+
- Y- (past) → NO (passive force) → FALSE → Y+

**Meeting point**
( Neutralizing force)

**Order + Disorder → Reorder**

*The Other Side of the Journey*

Suggested reading: *The Caregiver’s Tao Te Ching: Compassionate Caring For Your Loved Ones And Yourself* by William and Nancy Martin (2011)